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Hiram Johnson were to Invade Con- there, but progressives and stand pat- Industry of New Mexico. In this,
Spanish-Americacolony here of
sched- once it looked as though the congress do not consider that I am doing any the ready tools of the mill owners. the
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,
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an(, tm , a n0,y war t ,oye Hartford.
their eyes. In danger and Castro, in Venezuela, Zelaya in NicarKlvo headquarters here today, arrang- - (hl8 dear oM Btate of New Mexlco,
jt New Haven for a meeting, while Gov- hr held out a glass of water before ation; but that I am in full accord before
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and children. I shall by the three
I want to New Haven for the afternoon and ping the liquid until the very last.
Champ Clark and Underwood, and the pendent
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This year the fight 1b national. Shall ed and adds that under no circum"I'm a very poor hand at making room, there was an outburst of ap- articles. And wool Is a heavy revenue
nave returned sanaovai count .u ..... gent a
In so levying the tariff, It the bosses and the trusts continue to stances v.culd be go back to Nlcara
representative to confer with
rule of the same set of men who made Mrs. Funk over the organization of rear platform speeches," said the Gov- plause. Mr Fergusson pitched . right producer.
the nation or shall the people pua even If his compatriots called him
are so many into his subject, and throughout his ought to be adjusted with equity and rule in
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opportunity
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prominent ladles . In various cities
So, I am for
whose only chance to live was to have been suggested to carry on this the train starts the whole thing is tributes to both democrats and pro- and to all commodities.
trust
beneficiaries,
New Mexico and her Industries In the one side, are the
"Can't you have the train
DOCTOR MUST
work like slaves for the benefit of work and a state chairman will be se- bustsed.''
gressive republicans for their "work
of all tariff laws, where there the money kings, the Aldriches, and
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rence, Massachusetts, who. with fifty
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refused to nominate Jaffa for goverIn his pockets, Js
more
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answered the crowd.
Since the special Interests, through
today be upon the same ticket but SAD MURDER OF
nor for an office he could fill with
starving the workers in his factories
controlled
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for the fact that the progressive party
legislation,
corrupt
to his business
and their women and children in the Washington, , D. C, Sept 25.
heard so many cries for buttons that distinction owing
GIRL SOLD INTO
holdB out to us a new deal all around,
but had taken him utf now the government, the original purpose effort to get more millions ; and on the "When women make it plain that
for the first time he took a hand in training
been
has
taxation
tariff
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of
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but
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want
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not because they
they will not marry unless the groom
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of the elderly persons who pressed tremity.
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Then, too, we have seen the guiding The murder early this morning of forward to meet him.
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corpora- be solved," declarel Dr. Ira S. Wile,
hand of the same men who now dom- Mr M
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road
attorneys,
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body of our honest citizenship,
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social justice; demand
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every
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wnere she met and
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"Do you suppose that chamber ot
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for congress, I want to say first making
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men If I am elected to the house of
among us, and has so lived as demand whatever
ward the inculcation ot that right
price- It pleases for
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em-wthe streets that "there will be shoot
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transaction.
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ing before the act is accomplished." which in New Mexico, as in other at both ends of the
content to remain in the leglsla- ployed after her return to Salt Lak-Amarillo, Texas, Sept. 25. Despite the problem, for they can most ef
almost every article of necessity In
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THEODORE ROOSEVELT.

THE PROGRESSIVES.

NEW MEXICAN REVIEW

Governor Woodrow Wilson expressed himself as much ploascd at Colum
bus, Ohio, the other day over a telegram presented him by a bunch of pronagressives who declared In his favor and calling themselves the Wilson
tional progressive league.
The answer of the governor was natural when he said:
"The action you and your associntea are taking seem to me truly
No
patriotic. The progressive forces of the nation ought not to be divided.
mere attachment to a party name should now separate men whose purposes
and convictions are united for a common object. The formation of the league
seems to me the most reassuring.
May I not convey to you my congratulations on your part In the movement?'"
To Woodrow Wilson the action of this league Is essentially a "patriotic"
There should be no
movement, aa he ia the pHtrtot In the performance.
division of progressives; they should all vote for Wilson; party name is
nothing. Funny, isn't It?
As a matter of fact the argument Is all the other way. There Is a distinct progressive movement. It haa no other name and no other affiliation.
It is Independent, definite and has no alliance with any other political or- sanitation whatsoever.
Governor Wilson Is the candidate of the democratic party. Its regular
candidate and it is the only political alliance he has. What do the pro
gressives expect to gain by voting for a candidate of one of the old organ!
zatlons. the very policies of which have caused the building of a new party;
what la going to be gained by a merger; wherein will progressivelsm be
strengthened or the principles of the organization established by joining
with the democrats?
If the movement were merely one of anything to beat Taft, It would be
a different proposition, but it is not. It is a move for a new deal, with the
It Is not a
old leaders and the old methods shunted to the background.
merger, but a breakaway.
The only way to establish a new organization is to ouua me tounaation
The progres
on principles, cemented with energy, loyalty and enthusiasm.
sive party should have the united support of every true progressive ana tie
The election of woodrow Wilson cannot,
vota of every true progressive.
in any way aid a new party movement. If ho la chosen by the vote of the
vote
cast
by a genuine progressive against Theo
progressive voters. Every
the
dore Roosevelt, weakens the progressive movement and strengthens
opposition.
No movement can succeed with division existing within us own ranKs
N'o battle can be won If every soldier Is not loyal.
The election of Woodrow Wilson can In no manner aid In the estab
lishment of the progressive party. The only effect would be to weaken It.

The reception tendered Theodore Roosevelt by New Mexico citizens Wed
nesday at Albuquerque, was a wonderful exhibition of a people's regard for
one man, and their admiration of those remarkable qualities which he
possesses).
Roosevelt Is, today, the greatest American. No man In or out of publlo
lire approaches him, and this fact ic conceded even by his enemies.
lie is the most admired and the worst hated man now living. This Is
because of the positive elements in his nature. He dares to speak and to
act, He knows no fear. It was the administration of Roosevelt that awaken-ethe people to their condition; that brought about a people's movement;
that forced upon the attention of American voters the fact that the legisla
tion of the country was being manipulated and controlled; that the voters
were being absolutely dictated to; that boss rule was rampant.
No wonder that the corporations are fighting the Colonel, or that their
slogan now Is: Anything to beat Roosevelt.
It was at a time when unrest among the people was manifesting itself
that this great figure assumed the helm himself. Touching his work, E.
W. Morse, in "Causes and Effects in American History, says:
"The commanding figure In this period of economlo and social turmoil
was that of Theodore Roosevelt, whose services to the nation promise to
place him, In the perspective ot time, high among the presidents whose
The emergency was one
names are most honored
y their countrymen.
to call for a Strang man, with sufficiently high moral sense to under
stand the real Issues which the trUBts had raised and the dangers Involved
therein, r.nd with sufficient courage, determination and strength of will to
aply relentlessly the remedies necessary to bring the nation in the fullness
of time, back to sanity, moderation and fair dealing in business and publlt
affairs, nnd to a recognition and acceptance of the principles that In a
democrat y special privilege, outside the letter as well as the spirit of the law,
are not tor the rich and powerful. That President Roosevelt was such a
man and that he accomplished thlB colossal task In the face of hostility and
criticism which would have overwhelmed a man of leBS stern fibre, seems
likely to te the verdict of history."

NEW TELEPHONE
AT CLOUDCROFT

Cloudoroft, N, M., Sept 23, What
may prove to be quite a telephone ays-terhas Just been started in this section.
Several farmers living In Cox
oanyon and the merchants In Cloud-crof- t
have Joined together and are
now constructing a syBtem of farm
line telephones out of Cloudcroft down
EL NUEVO MEXICANO.
Cox canyon. The following are those
In
Othar
United
Than
Circulation
Spaniah
Paper
$2.50
who will share in the expense of conStates,
Any
Larger
Yaar.
structing the line a distance of about
BRONbON CUTTING
ten miles from Cloudcroft down Cox
President
J. WIGHT GIDOINGS
Editor
oanyon to (he Lon Baas farm: ClouAaaoolata Editor
WILLIAM F. BROGAN
dcroft Commercial company, Cleve &
General Manager
CHARLES M. STAUFFER
Knight Mercantile company, The
Cloudcroft Trading company, Alamo-gord- o
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
Lumber company, J. F. Thompson, W. F. Culbertson, L. L. Gosh, J.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES.
C. Jones, Frank Hubbell, A. C. Bsbb,
$5.00 Dally, per quarter, by mall
$1.25
Dally, per year, by mall
C. F. Bass, R. C. Wood, J. H. Lucas
J2.60Daily,
Dally, six months, by mall
per quarter, by carrier.. $1.60
and Lon Baas. The route has been
laid out and the construction work is
J.00 Weekly, six months
1.00
Weekly, per year
well under way, the stores In Clou50
Weekly, per quarter
dcroft having already Installed instruments and connected up. This will
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
be of great benefit in many ways. The
Alamogordo Lumber company recently
Th New Mexican Is the oldest news paper In New Mexico. It Is sent to
this field and Is operating
very pos'offlce In the Territory, nd has a large and growing circulation
In a small way and are now erecting
among the InteJ'Isjent and progresslTe people of the Southwest
o
a small planing mill at the Y above
the Cloudoroft station. W. F. Culbert
WATCH YOUR EARS.
son operates a small mill near here
and physiognomists, we shall soon be without a rag of and the other subscribers are
What v itb
all prosa secret li rt. You can't deceive these character experts.
They know all
perous farmers who are large ship
about the meaning of every feature.
out
of
There
is much
this place.
At Cincinnati the other day a psychologist belonging to the University pers
THOSE GOOD TIMES.
in farming circles Just now on
of Pennsylvania exposed the true character of people possessed of large, activity
We are told by the stump orators that we should vote for Taft because
of the many
account
pretty days '
flaring eara. These organs are stigmata of mental deficiency. The more
times are good.
We are regaled with rosy pictures of "bumper crops.'
we have been having and It will
Look your friends ovei- - they may be Im- which
ear
and, flare the less brains.
We are told that the only salvation la to retain the tariff. The story of
0
not be many days before oats, apples
Look In the glass you may be one.
beciles.
good times loses Its effectiveness, when In every trade report we see the
and cabbage will begin to move in car
Fifty-twyears ago in the United States the character of a certain per
staring headlines, telling of life's necessities that are going up. "Coal Is CLEANING HOUSE.
affidavits to be a fool. Sworn testi lots. Local shipments of cabbage are
going up," we see one day. We wonder who is getting the benefit. We know
The old guard says it cleaned house at Albuquerque during tne state son was In dispute. He was shown by
out as well as apples.
it Is not the miner, who is picking away underground month by month, with convention. What they swept out of the house or whom, nas not yet ae- - mony was read in public hearings showing that on one occasion this imbecile already going
He Thursday B. Cleve, of Elk, N. M., who
had bored holes In the bottom of a leaking boat to let the water out!
no prospect of a higher wage to keep company with higher
prices. We veloped.
Now, mark how, after half a century, the psycholo. owns a large apple orchard near that
know It is not the everyday man, the common consumer, who must use this
Most of us know what housecleaning means. It is a thorough renovation was eertnlnly a fool!
to have done place shipped C9 boxes of red apples
commodity, but who finds no compensation In the upward trend of this ab- of everything in the house and the throwing aside of the useless, the worn gist's sell nee supports this testimony: The man who was said
to Kl Paso by local freight. The
solutely necessary commodity. We know it is not the local coal dealer, who out, the old. the undesirable. Things are all freshened up and rejuvenated. this idiotic trick had the largest and most flaring ears known.
The lime when this matter was In controversy was 1860. The affidavits Cleve & Knight Mercantile company
cannot control the rise outside the locality of his own trade. Who reaps Tne house looks different,
and stumps during the campaign. The man have Just received a car load of cabthe benefit, then? It must be the corporations that are in a combine, backed
Lnnklne over the G. O. P. house, since Its alleged cleaning, It 1b diffi were read from many platforms
bage crateB and they are being disby the Taft adherents in the republican party, a condition which the new cult to see Just what was done. Charles Spiess Is still on the lid, occupying with the huge flaring ears was Abraham Lincoln!
Perhaps, after all, the psychologist is full of theory and prunes. Lorn- tributed throughout the vegetable secprogressive party Intends to change for the better, if given the chance.
a more prominent position than ever; Herbert Clark is still there, promoted
The
The tion.
Cloudcroft Commercial
"Eggs are going up." "Beef is going up," we read another day. Who to higher honors; Senator Catron was there doiug the keynoting; H. B. Holt broso. it will be remembered, had listed all the stigmata of degeneracy.
have had a man In the field
pays? The consumer, the common geezer; he pays. Who gets the benefit? was the usual chairman of the resolutions committee. Where was the clean trouble was that in examining heads he sometimes dubbed the statesmen company
several days investigating crop condnot the farmer who sells the eggs, and the beef on the hoof, but the packer. ing done, and who was cleaned?
degenerate a, and the murderers men of lofty type.
itions and his report will Bhow that
After all, "by their deeds ye shall know them.
Again the combine, against which the people of this nation are fighting for
rM thev consider the sending of H. O. Bursum back to his sheep ranch
this season's shipping will be greater
a square deal, and who have controlled Taft and the old standpat republican unrecognized and uncared for, a part of the cleaning of the house; or did
than last which was a record breaker.
and democratic parties. "Eggs would be lower In price if the packers it enn.ut In rienoslmr VenceBlao Jaramillo from the state chairmanship?
BE DISAPPOINTING.
The Cloudcroft Trading company has
of the MUST
would open their storage rooms, say those who have studied the problem.
In
If there was a "house cleaning" It is not visible to the naked eye
in
to
shock
a
was
treated
D.
Massachusetts,
William
right
.
Haywood
been Investigating crop conditions
Beef would go down, If the combine could be forced to let go. Taft has common
ine as-.everyday citizen. There must be a mistake somewhere,
Boston, to, on Sunday last. He was treated with the same consideration and as a result haa
proven that be does not care to, or cannot, alter the condition. The people
arranged to keep
n,,t hv the old miard must be a part of the old program and a that others
He
dr.n
law.
of
the
violation
arrested
when
for
treated
have
been
on a larger force this winter than.
want some one who will at least try. The progressive party will. "The
continuation of old methods, with the soothing assertion that they are going was not seized forcibly and clapped into a dark, dark dungeon without being
With
last.
tariff is necessary to prosperity," the orators say. "Taft is for a tariff," they
erection
of the stock
the people
the
to be good. It is but a reiteration of the same old story of which
heard. He was making a tirade against hated capitalists and urging a gen- pens which have been
.u
loudly proclaim, and "New Mexico industries would be Injured by the aboli- have become tired, and have grown to regaro as i.cwu..,
by
promised
once
were
not
murder
with
at
men
two
given
eral strike because
charged
tion of the tariff" Granting this to be true, the progressive party stands for
the El Paso & Southwestern system.
F
of It all is the gaunt spectre ot seinsnness; uib
,
permitted to finish his harangue, then quietly re Cloudcroft will Indeed make a record
.m.. up without trial. He was
iu
protection. It is the democratic party that would tear down the protection Interest- - of dictation; of utter disregard or otnere; oi
and
and them- - quested to enter a taxi and was whirled away to the place ot hearing,
for this year.
bars, and make all. ports open and products free.
of everything and everybody but their own advantage
on being arraigned he was released promptly on a 11,000 bond.
Wherein lies the Bafety and betterment of the people's condition? In the ference
A recent visitor to Cloudcroft was
same
accorded
consideration
the
was
In
precisely
given
short,
Haywood,
success of the progressive party alone. It is the party that would not disthe eyes of the people of New Mexico, and what to the president of the American Woolen comany when that man, like the A. A. Wynne, lumberman In the foris
what
That
opened
rupt; not destroy; not tear down, but that will light simply for a square
a new deal. It has all head of the I. W. W. was arrested on a conspiracy charge In connection est service with headquarters at Albrought about this movement and the demand for
deal, a deal that will compel the trust, the combine and corporations to stand has
buquerque, N. M. Mr. Wynne was
ith . nntlerice that was abused until that much overriden quality with the Lawrence strike.
k
their share. That is all. It is the chance of a century for the people to have
could no longer be
It must be a great disappointment to Haywood not to be able to poBe as here consulting with It. F. Balthls, sutheir say. Taft has failed utterly. "Bumper crops" and "good times" have ceased to be a virtue, and this galling Imperiousness
of the Alamo national forest
a martyr denied the boons of liberty and free speech In a free country. It pervisor
..
not helped the people. Will they accept the chance before them to help endured.
relative to lumber In the Sacramento
m.
hn.o.ionnlne" has come too late. H Bnouiu nave uoeii uuut,
always is a disappointment to a member of the I. W. W. when he runs against mountains.
themselves?
From
Cloudcroft Mr.
of obtaining a square
fall at Las Vegas, when the demand was insisieni tnu
...... a public refutation of his lie about the Impossibility
But sorrow should weigh doubly on Wynne went to Capltan to consult
deal from the police and the courts.
It was unheeded then by the same perennmi leaucio
place
the
with
supervisor of the Lincoln naNOT WANING.
Haywood because, when hauled into court, he had Just finished a tirade
sitting in the saddle.
tional forest.
It Is too late. The people are going to clean tne political nouse, mew against those institutions.
The standpat republicans are gleefully announcing that the "Roosevelt
Effective September the 18th, Dr. T.
0
.
strength is waning." At Albuquerque, Col. Roosevelt had the largest crowd selves.
A. Haxby and Thos.
b
F. Kelsh, who
ever assembled In the city. At Denver, an opposition paper said thirty-fiv- e
THE SYSTEM.
have conducted the business known
thousand people turned out to hear him. Everywhere he goes, the attendPEEUED.
as the Cloudcroft Amusement com
Another text in our creed:
once at bis meetings Is a wonder, and the enthusiasm, fcounfoundlng.
If the Uff SAN WAS
re
The people of the United States are swindled out of many millions of pany, dissolved partnership, Dr. Hax
The progressive leaders were very much Interested In the preBS
strengtn or William H. Taft could but "wane" in the same manner, he would
the
The
investments.
dollars every year through worthless
plain people,
at Syracuse on csepiemuer ma. i n
oe in tne presidential race. General Apathy Is not visible as a
by buying out the interest of Mr.
companion ports of Governor Wilson's day
wage earner and the men and women with small savings have no way of Kelsh. The business will be continuoi vol. Kooseveit. He Is leading the opposing column.
lines in four of the New York dallies contain these words:
offer
He
out
colored
concerns
At
merit
of
Action
the
and
prospectuses
In
highly
Syracuse
sending
ed under the name of the Cloudcroft
knowing
Speech
One of the Interesting features of the campaign Is the poll being taken
"Wilson Rebuffs Dlx and Murphy
ing stock for tale, prospectuses that make big returns seem certain and for Amusement company and Dr. Haxby
Dy tne Cincinnati Enquirer of cities and towns In the middle west.
It shows Plainly Shows Hostility to Their Plans.'" Times.
Refused
within
tunes
Home
Returns
Dlx
grasp.
Angry
Governor
will
easily
Taft Invariably In the third place and In many places, pitiably so. Even in
"Wilson Sneaks Against
pay and collect all
We hold It to be the duty of the government to protect Its people from bills. Mr. Kelsh will move outstanding
nis own stale ne falls to lead. He is completely and effectually overshadowed. To Be Photograhped With Murphy and Left Luncheon." Sun.
to El Paso
To this kind of piracy. We, therefore, demand wise, careful thought out legisla in
State
Fair
at
Dlx
and
Compelled
Snubs
snows
"Wilson
few
Murphy
Wilson
a
mis pou
Koosevelt and
Publicly
days where he has Interests
running remarkably close. Even In
Be tion that will give us such governmental supervision over this matter as and will devote
his time to his busi
Kentucky, in a poll of four thousand and over, the progressives and demo Sit With Them at Luncheon, He Leaves Table Early and Refuses To
will furnish to the people of the United States this much needed protection, ness
crats are neat and neck with Taft trailing far In the rear, a candidate, but Photographed With Them." American.
there. Mr. Kelsh's residence was
out oi ine race.
nvBrnnr Wilson Snubs C. F. Murphy at State Fair; Chills Mr. Dlx's and we pledge ourselves .thereto.
not Included In the deal and in the fu
e
AtEvades
at
Tammany
Syracuse
The simple fact is that the people have become weary. They want a Hopes Democratic Presidential Nominee
ture he will use it as a summer cot
a Strong Progressive Must Be Named.''
Adam Bcde and John Harlan are the two men selected by the G. O. P. tage, bringing his
change which will bring to them some consideration.
They are tired of tention and Tells Committee That
family here every
the
do
to
In
to
the
Col.
around
and
tell
Roosevelt
what
follow
star cnamDer proceedings, of dictation, skulduggery, legislative manipulation,
people
Herald.
summer. Dr. Haxby is a well known
sum
to
before.
heard
We
these
have
seems
crucial
of
one
and absolutely selfish consideration. They want a vacation from boss rule
the
of
of
columns
the
gentlemen
emergency.
in
present
newB
papers
This paragraph
young physician who has been In
Bede was a congressman, and after he had served a brief period in that Cloudcroft
ana corporation preference in affairs In which they are most
several years and has been
closely in up the day :
terested.
"He (Governor Wilson) refused to talk politics with Governor Dlx and capacity he was rejected by his constituency as the voters did not Hke his connected with various Interests in ,
He has apparently never been able to gain the confidence of the this section.
Long they have waited on unfulfilled promises: lone thev havA heen n. Mr. Murphy and he left a luncheon at which the seating arrangements placed record.
For several years he
tient in the face of disregard for their interests by the leaders nf ihe nirt him conspicuously with these gentlemen and others who are at the neaa people of his state, as they have never sent him back. He was mainly known was
commissioner In Otero county,
guard. No declaration that a "housecleaning" has taken place can avail in of the organization in the state. When he left Syracuse the Governor was when In congress, for being funny, and It may be that his love of humor has but refused to run at
the last election.
taken him into the farcical Taft campaign. Harlan also sought office in The Cloudcroft
tnis juncture.
i ne Housecleaning came too late,
angry."
Amusement company
0
The progressive leaders were Interested in these reports because they Chicago, but the people did not want him. Thus these two men, rejected by owns the
hall
and barber shop
pool
wondered why Governor Wilson waB angry. They asked whether this wasn't those. who knew them best; repudiated by the people, are sent out by young in North Cloudcroft
WE'RE GOING CRAZY.
and several lots
the same Woodrow Wilson whose letter of regret to a Tammany Hall cele Mr. Hilles and bis associates, to tell the people bow they should vote. The and summer
cottages on the South
Professor Fllassin may be right, if he did say It at the Eugenics con-- bration was published as recently as last Fourth of July? This Is what the people are doing their own thinking. Hence the progressive movement.
Side.
0
lerence.
Governor had to say at that time
Mrs. E, W. Parker left Wednesday
Professor Filassin Is a mad doctor treats lunatics, you know and his
"I think It muBt be a matter of congratulation on the part of all lovers
Mrs. Julia Heath says: "If the American business man conducted his for
Alamogordo. She will be Joined
notion of the end of the world Is that everybody will go mad. This may be of America that the Society of Tammany should, through so many years, Interests as poorly as does the housewife, we would soon be a nation of
there Friday by Mr. Parker and they
Incurable optimism in a man who depends on the alienist practice; or he have maintained its celebration of the anniversary which Is crowded with bankrupts."
Yes'm, but we have noticed that our Interest In the dinner will
go on to their home In El Paso.
may oe aoing tne way or most specialists contracting the disease he treats; so many memories of the Inspiring kind, not only for the people of the we have is much greater when the housewife has the selection than when
Mr. and Mrs. Parker have
or he may be more than half right.
spent the
United States, but for the people of the world. It is upon hearths of this it is left to us, and as one of the great army of consumers, we have come to
summer at their summer home on
Madness consists in an inability to distinguish between notions which kind that the name of liberty Is kept burning."
the conclusion that a man can bankrupt himself as effectually as a woman
Chipmunk avenue.
nave realities as tnelr objects and causes, and notions which are Just
The idea of keeping the flame of liberty burning upon the hearthstone of can do it for him.
The weather continues fair and
notions. I ne man who sees a snake in the meadow probably sees one. The Tammany Hall Is decidedly new and original.
0
cool
without a drop of rain.
man who sees a maroon snake with peacock-greestripes around him, a
O
the representative of a New Mexico paper had an outing
anyway,
Well,
telescoping crest terminating In a diamond tiara lit up with crimson electric
and a rest from labor by a trip on the steam cars to Gallup, even if he did
HghtB probably sees a figment of his own imagination.
The one sees a THEV ARE STILL COMING.
not have an opportunity to "inform Mr. Roosevelt of the true situation in
We again renounce the larceneers who stole the
snake, the other a notion. The one Is presumably sane. The other Is perrepublican party's tag New Mexico,'' and had to be satisfied with a simple Introduction. The plan
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NOT A WRECKER.

The progressive party and Mr. Roosevelt are not engaged in "wrecking"
the old republican party. That craft had already been wrecked by the inbefore the progressive party was organized.
terests controlling its
The progressive party Is a new craft, newly launched, manned and equipped,
and If the one almost derelict is run down and sunk In the campaign It comes
but as an Incident. As a matter of fact, little attention is being paid to the
republican party by the progressives In most states or by the progressive
management as a whole. It is the reactionaries of all parlies, the organized
agenta of the Interests, who are attacked whenever attacks are made. The
republican party, as an entity, has come to be almost unconsidered in this'
campaign. The progressive relatione with that organization are practically
over with the affair Is closed with that force. To quote a vigorous expres
sion of the street, "Its goat is got." There Is proof of this in abundance.
There Is no getting over or around the situation. The states are talking
plainly everywhere, Just as Vermont spoke the other day. The regular republican leaders may assume an optimlBin over what baa happened and Is
happening, but In the bottom of their troubled hearts they know that the
vote in Vermont, handwriting on the wall,as It was, Is but an Indication of
the far heavier vote for Roosevelt in November, when there will be no sld'j
Issues to distract and what is to, be. rendered is not an opinion but a ver.
dict.
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Roosevelt this afternoon listened at- - lines will be presented for the beneparty ia not a matter of discouragement, as the present strength of this slump also, and in Ohio all the javelins he had with him he aimed at tho dents.
party ia the wonder of the political world, and a victory in its flrst contest "waning" figure of Theodore Roosevelt, practically Ignoring the candidacy
The news of the colonel's intention tentively and with approval to his de- - fit of irrlgatlonistB at large.
The interest
would be a stupendous event. But a defeat caused by a division, caused of Woodrow Wilson, evidently not considering him In the running. The dis- evidently had reached the town, for, aunciauon ot Dosses,
already shown for- "l appeal to you," the colonel said, tells a larger gathering of delegates
by any number of believers in progreBsivism voting for a "lesser evil ", would tinguished New England senator failed to inject into his Ohio audiences any the Indians dashed madly to the sta-- '
leave a weakened and discouraged organization.
enthusiasm for his candidate and drew a. much smaller audience than Mr. tion as the train stopped. The squaws "'" tne name of the elements of good than has marked any former con
and Salt Lake City 1b preparing
The wane, to all were not
A victory at this time with the party united and Its adherents standing Wilson drew at the democratic function a few days before.
dsposed to have their pic- - citizenship to ask your support for gress
most unique plan of entertainment
loyal, ia by no means an impossibility. And what a victory it would be!
appearances, is Just now setting in the direction of the gentleman from Ohio, tures takei., and covered their faces. "le elemental principles 01 tne rignt
will be specially emblematic of
It is well worth trying for.
and the Lodges, the Bedes and the Harlans will be unable to check it.
"Walt a minute, 'movie,' " the colo- - - tne People to rule themselves and which
n
tbe
n
A triumph for the democrats would mean nothing for the progressive
Empire. These)
nel shouted. "I'll get them to listen of social and Industrial justice."
Tne colonel urged that the citizens plans include an opening session filled
Another text in our creed:
party to build on, if that triumph were brought about partly by the votes
and then jou can take them."
with magnificent music including a
of the progressives.
The foundation would be weakened.
"Movie" did not wait, however, but, of New Mexico think for themselves
The progressive party deplores the survival In our civilization of the
Let every believer in progressiveism fight for and vote for his own prin barbaric system of warfare among nations, witn Its enormous waste or re- pressing a coin In the hand ot each 88 ,0 Viho 'ere bossing In their own rendition of the famous Ode to Irrigation by a chorus of four hundred
ciples and for the party that stands for them.
sources even in time of peace and the consequent Impoverishment of the squaw as an Inducement to approach 8tate- - Pointing out that what is
TaberLet devotion to principles prevail.
peniug here is happening elsewhere accompanied by the historic
to the special car.
life of the tolling masses. We pledge the party to use Its best endeavors to
nacle
organ and orchestra of fifty
Let us stand square for our own party.
substitute Judicial and other peaceful means of settling International dif'Movie's' a diplomat," throughout the country,
"By
George,
mamThen
be
will
a
there
0
"Every man who now bosses," he pieces.
ferences.
ejaculated the colonel. "He ought to
moth electric pageant
led by the
who
man
discreditnaval
forces.
continued,
limitation
of
"every
be
for
tho
St.
ambassador
court
International
at
the
of
We favor an
agreement
LET THE HEN DO IT.
ea tne name of New Mexico when it Queen of Irrigation, the Wizard of
of
peace, we James."
The department of agriculture calls attention to the heavy loss of eggs in Pendina such an aareement. and as the bestthomeans ofpreserving two
waB
a territory Is against us in this the Wasatch and their attendant
battlethe
of
building
for
to
maintain
The
the
policy
a
ourselves
digpresent
governor
pueblo,
pledge
the four days of enjoyment
the handling and advises: "Encourage the production ot large eggs
is against us nsturally because suites,
looi-ln- a
"Stit;
In
nlfled
Indian
Caucasian
a
not
how ships
year.
Drat Jim Wilson anyhow for telling us henmen what to do and
ending with a grand ball at the Hotel
o
- " we nave our way the day of the
colowas
to
the
costume,
of
presented
to do it! That old grand daddy head
the agricultural department
Utah.
b0BB and day of thB corrupt financier
Not a cony of the New Mexican can be purchased on a Santa Fe train nel. He said be was a Carlisle Indian.
surely the cuckoo of Bill Taft's cabinet, and we don't care how loon he is
- wm come 10 aa end."
by
After
few
a
Mr.
Roosefor
of
registered
motions
asked
and
complainta
is
the
frequently
paper
though
The colnel described
our velt's hands the governor Identified
anew the
Now, how In the thunder should a fellow proceed to encourage his hens tr.voiem that It cannot be Durchased. Evidently they want us "far from
to lay large eggs ? For, if a large egg won't break as ably or spoil as easily rails" It Bhows, doesn't it, that no matter how great a corporation may Incidents in a story the colonel told. tneft of the nomination at Chicago and
new
coined
a
when
domination,
is
this
he said
He said lie had seen the elans at
phrase
as a small egg, of course we are for larger eggs.
be in Its field of operation, It can be petty, too? It
Can a small hen be provoked or fooled or pleased into laying large eggs this determination to crush anything and anybody not in the combine; this school, but did not know them him- - tnat "tne real reactionary Is always
.
,.
inviting government by convulsion."
Can a large hen be persuaded that she's no longer a pullet, aud thus be in keeping apart from the people, by corporations and their agents; this waspish, self.
He declared that Governor Johnson
"You have not the bull moose in
duved to lay according to her size? And if a hen can be got to lay a larger splenetic spirit; this dictatorial attitude, that has brought into existence the
Albuquerque, N. M., Sept. 25. One
Their opinions are not New Mexico." observed the colonel. ana wwsrnor btraus 'represent the of features of the state fair that is
egg than she really wants to, can she finally be made to ptoduce twins ..rrcaivo nartv. The DeoDle are not wanted.
welfare is not to "but you have the
There's millions in it if Secretary Wilson will only show us how.
sought after. Their doslres are not to be granted. Their
antelope and coy- - tJ,pe8 of me0 whom the progressives going to be of Importance to every
'.'
But he needen't come forward with his ordinary propositions for in- be considered.
ote. Do you remember- the coyote r! try'n& to elect, one always Iden-wh- city and town ln the state, is the
'
0
' flueoclng the hen. We've curried her, manicured her, brushed her teeth,
, ..
ran with a torch In his mouth?" "fied wlth the republican party and organization of a municipal league,
The grave face of the Indian lighted the other frmerly identified with the which has been undertaken by Dr. J.
figuratively speaking, nested her in rose leaves, snd had th phonograph
Either Miss Katherine Henry, a pretty high school teacher in Ohio,play Caruso $6 records at her by the hour, and she sat there with eyes
,m
white shoes and wh te Hosiery tnrougnoui tne wiiuer, resi"Yea, yes, ' he replied, "that is democratic party, both ot them true J. Shuler, of Raton.
up.
Dr. Shuler has
partly closed, cooing comfortably to herself, and still no eggB.
f nn, rain or cold, or Lester Wyeth will wear a straw nai until one of our stories.
It is folk lore." Progressives ana therefore wise con-Th- assumed, with the consent of the fair
has
to
of
at
Miss
is
head
oervatives."
at
one
Cincinnati.
that department
It
the
sit up
Henry
Washington spring. This will be the result of a bet made In
thing
colonel referred to the trlumnh
association, the duty of writing each
1 asK
and Bay: "Make the hen do it." It la quite another to personally look that
has bet his hat on Taft. of the Indian lad
yu' the colonel urged, "toI municipal corporation in the state, reSharpe In the recent
wagered her hosiery on Roosevelt and Mr. Wyeth
BtoP
calm, contrary. Insolent bird In the eye and argue her into doing anything Mr. Wyeth and his straw hat will present an odd appearance, along about Olympic games.
the
bosses.
be'ng governed by
Then he told the
garding tbe organization of this body,
that she thinks she really don't have to do.
Christmas.
governor and his people that he would BBK you 10 De your own masters. I and is assured ot a large attendance
Jim knew bow to bold on to a job, but he seems to know little about
w
asK
you
Ior
lnlnK
and
do justice to them if elected, as he
yourselves
at its meeting, which will be held durthe ben's job. More and more Cousin Bill Taff's cabinet miss the lamented
Woodrow Wilson's argument, "Rats," when speaking of some of the had done justice to them when he to act for yourselves, and to tell the ing fair week. The mayor, city attorThose policies set forts was
and tamed Richard Achillea Ballinger. Dick could make a hen lay large eggs doctrines of progressiveism will hardly answer.
boBBe8
that
are
with
you
through
president. "I know you are not
ney, and some man named by the
of
when there really wasn't any ben.
in the progressive platform, calling for a square deal and a recognition
voters," he added, "but you are the them' 1 a8k that you refuse to let city council, are to be named as dele0
the rights of the people cannot be dismissed by "Rats''! That might be wards of the nation and as Buch must tne8e 008868 lead you around like gates, according to the BCheme proeffective in scaring away a few sunrageues, dui noi me averaso auibi.uu. be treated justly."
sheep. I ask you to stand up as Amer- - vided by Dr. Shuler to attend the
THE FERCUSSON SPEECH.
"' i
voter. '
It was at Albuquerque that the colo-- lcan citizens and show that you have meeting. The league will have as its
n
Hon. H. B. Fergusson's speech, delivered In this city last evening was
nel made the only speech of any tne rlgnt t0 JudSe for yourself, and object the Interchange of Ideas beboth progressive and courageous.
Another text in our creed:
length delivered in this state. The ,hat no one can deliver your votes. I tween the executives of the different
The speaker paid to Marcos C. de Baca a well deserved compliment for
American
of
pensioning
w. Bledne ourselves to a wise and Just policy
special car was run alongside a small. ask tnat yu 8tand for the progres-plaz- cities and other beneficiary matters,
his honesty of purpose in striving for civic virtue and equal justice. To
widows and children by the federal govern
and
their
sailors
and
in the center of which was a Blve national ticket and that you
soldiers
but principally the organization of the
Mr. Jaffa he gave credit for the position he has attained as an upright and
ment.
decorated
with American flags. port the progressive cause."
cities and towns that the existing laws
In
that
successful business man, recognizing, however,
the present instance,
to
In
rrura
states
Back of the stand mounted on their
granting pensions
rnnaueipnia "ortn American.) may be so modified as to allow needAnd we approve the policy of the southern
that as candidate of the old republican guard, Mr. Jaffa had lent himself
0n8 of the most slgnflcant clrcum- - ed
horses were 150 cowbovs. Each rnde
soldiers ana sailors ana ineir wiuow. inn tmn
to the service of those who had brought the party to defeat at the last elec- the
improvements to be made without
Btances
in connection with Colonel undue
'
to
...
0
the stand and shook hands with the
'
tion, by methods against which the people of the state had revolted, after
legal hindrance.
Rosevelfs
ot
both
Ameri
the
Arizona
condition
trip
through!
colonel. Massed around the stand
As matters are at present, that city
a servitude which could no longer be endured.
it i nniv nuestlon of endeavoring to better the
and
New
Me)I'co
was
need
who
the
oneB
unmlstakThe
Is
were
all.
about
S000
men and women.
only
Mr. Fergusson ia, of course, a strong advocate of Woodrow Wilson, but can people, this progressive movement. That
which deBlres to
Its streets is
There is more than half of whom were of Span- - abIe resard for him displayed by the confronted with apave
stands for a change In legislation and methods that are today falling com- be afraid of it are the political bosses and the special inUsrestB.
number of somedemocrats.
In
w
ex
for
or
Phoenix,
instance,
8ive
nation
ish
descent
of
mis
the
and
great
whom
could
nnaaihla harm in permitting
many
people
what Incompatible provisions, and Is
pletely to hold an equity between the rights of the people and the demands
lne on'y newspaper that published
not understand English.
of the special interests. The speech was, in no particular, one of vituperation
pression to their wishes and have those expressions regarded.
prevented from proceeding very far
u
For their benefit. Qeoree Armlio. adequate accounts or the reception ac- - with its improvement if come few oband contained no note of incendiarism, but rather a plea for the rule of the
We note that the choice of Charles Spless as national committeeman candidate for presidential elector on corded him In the state and of bis stinate citizens choose to resort to
many rather than the few, which is the baals ot the battle of today which is
"Let the battle the Droeresslve ticket, and tnr whnao speeches was the democratic paper,
h r. n t ha
heen ror.Rived at Mr. Hilles' headquarters.
being waged so determinedly by the progressive party, not only in New
legal proceedure to stop them. A
child the colonel stood as godfather, whUe ln 1(8 editorial columns of this proper
Mexico, but in the nation.
go on.''
paving law Is an object for
0
DaPer' under the announcement that
The speech presented fairly the great issue: Shall the people rule, and
translated the colonel's remarks.
which
the league will work.
when
cost
18
of
money
the
the
about
so
living
an appeal was made to relegate to the rear the old coterie of designing and
high
bitterly
paDer
supporting Wilson and
Why do we complain
Armjio, who hnd been sergeant in
There are many similar hindrances
discredited politicians who have so long dominated this state and the is so low that the butcher can buy a lot of it with a little porterhouse Troop F of the Itough Riders and one
' was printea an editorial de- nut unon the erowine cities and
Colonel
.W?!
Rooeevelt
to
be
Eh?
of the flrst men wounded in Cuba, has faring
tha
.
.
country.
steak,
The opportunity is presented to the people, as Mr. Fergusson made
Tin the state laws which
the hostility of the Republican
gained
pravisloni
P,'8'
-We believe this opportunity lies in the success of the progressive
A man In Ohio almoBt lost his life by the explosion of an overheated
ao VUuuu mau should be removed.
plain.
.i....,o.i.
The league will
not organization Decause or wnat they 111 the various
party. Will the people take advantage of the occasion, or will they pass bottle of whiskey in his pocket. That's a new one. Such an incident is
term his "desertion."
important offices he has work for their removal.
Ha had heen
however.
uncommon when the whiskey Is in the stomach,
it by?
an active member of the old guard 0C0UP'ed- 0
0
Tbe republican newspapers in the
and was useful by reason of his in- clllef townB of botn 8tates are con-A- s
It is said that the Countess of Nogl Is a graduate of Vassar. May be, fluence among the
TO AILING WOMEN
was
HELLO STUDLEY.
kind
she
the
In
not
over
committed
she
karl
Just
Japan
but the bar!
a reward for his work he was trolled by the Taft supporters, chiefly
"Hello Studley"! It was the familiar greeting, so characteristic of Col. learned at Vassar.
me
Little Sound Advice Will Help
made chief clerk of the corporation
representatives of railroads and
o
Roosevelt, when he catches a glimpse of a Spanish war comrade in one of
Many a Sufferer In Santa Fe.
oommlsslon. Following the Roosevelt the GiBSenhelms, and these papers,
the crowds assembled at his remarkable meetings.
The fall fashlon'book now occupies the conspicuous place on the library
wlth
the characteristic
bigotry and
candidacy, however, he said he had
records Roosevelt's recog table. The check book will be called for next.
The report of the Trinidad Chronicle-News- ,
No
blindness
of
woman should consider herself
all
tc go with bis "old colonel."
special privilege advonition of Elmer E. Studley of Raton, one of the nominees for elector for
UDon him and former Oovornnr cate8, either ignored Colonel Roose- - healthy and well if the kidneys are
New Mexico on the progressive ticket, at the monster meeting held at the
2,000
Chinese
a
was
"Tea
announces:
beverage
An eastern paper sagely
Otero, who is leading the Roosevelt velt's vIslt or "ttempted to minimize weak. Poisons that pass off in the
Colorado city last week.
Well, it is still isn t ii:
lt8 lmPortance and to make light of its secretions when the kidneys are well,
years ago.
movement, the principal light is being
The nomination of the Hon. Elmer E. Studley at the Albuquerque conare retained1 ln the body when the
concentrated.
Otero was appointed BUBOt- He is one of tbe leading
vention was a wise one from every standpoint.
Tha newspapers were doing thlB kidneys are disordered. If the kidneys
governor of New Menlnn hv Cnlnnol
ORANGEMEN
ACTIVE.
lawyers of the state, without a flaw on him; he was a soldier in Cuba, be- DE BACA WA8 ABLE
Roosevelt when lt was a territory. For whlle ftlmost the entire population of and bladder become inflamed and
fore coming to New Mexico; he served with distinction in the legislature In
TO HOLD HIS OWN
worse troubles may quickly
a t me he was an assonlatn nf "Run"
iuw in wnicn mey are puhllshed swollen
1907, and is one of the representative
citizens of this great state.
AND THEN SOME
Portadown, Ireland, Sept. 25. De
This is often the cause of
Colonel Roosevelt and follow.
Mr. Studley was a progressive before the actual organization of the protermination not to submit to home Andrews, Senator Quay's handy man,'were cheering
bearing-dowpains, lameness, backIor opportunities to hear him
gressive party... He Baw, with the vision of a practiced lawyer, In what
rule was expressed today by 20,000 and now a business associate of Sena-- , "B"U"B
Mills Attempted
ache, etc. Uric poisoning Is alBO fredirection we are tending. He was not "so far from our rails'' that he could Former Governor
with BPeak.
and unionists, residents tor Penrose, but has broken
Orangemen
at
Little
quent
of
cauBe
Albuquerque
ne
Pleasantry
same crowds cheered every
i
headaches,
dizzy
not see conditions, and recognized the fact that the people were being bur
ulster. these men and is laboring for tha pro
Which Brought a Retort He Was of the county of Armagha,
made by the colonel against the spells, languor, nervousness and rhen-point
cause.
dened, "all the traffic will bear." In addition to tbe strength of the progressive
In
the
assembled
had
birthplace
They
matic
For.
Not
old
pain.
Looking
and
the bosses who Con
parties
The man behind Otero and the othgressive cause, Mr. Studley's position on ths ticket adds a personal strength,
of Orangelsm to welcome Sir Edward
When suffering so, try Doan's Kid
as the nomination of a valued, respected, able citizen always does. The
ors in the progressive movement is tro1 them' and cheered the purposes
Carson and other unionist leaders.
A member of the New Mexico state
the
nomination came unsolicited, and only In recognition of the worth of a man.
Progressives, as explained by ney Pills, a remedy that haa proven
Branson M. Cutting, son of the late"'
effective In thousands of such
During the campaign; "Hello Studley," will doubtless be heard in many corporation commission was present
Bayard Cutting of New York. Cut him.
GENERAL WOOD IN8PECT8.
Let a Santa Fe woman tell of her ex- - '
parts of New Mexico, and at the close of the election In November, when
ting is a young fellow of 20, a millionMarcos C. de Baca to a friend at
ing
c
perience.
victory is won, back of a hearty handclasp will be the same salutation from
A DENIAL I8SUED.
and a determined opponent of
Mrs. Agrlplna D. de Gonzalna. in
Chicago, Sept. 25. Major General aire,
Albuquerque the other day, as the proNew Mexico progressives, "Hello Studley''!
ln
state.
this
Leonard Wood, chief of staff of the privilege
Washington, D. C, Sept. 25. In an Garcia St., Santa Fe, N.
gressive nominee of the progressive
M.says: "In
United States army, arrived In Chi- - He has purchased a paper in Santa official statement, the state denart-- September 1906, I used Doan's
'
Another text In our creed:
Kidney
party. Former Governor Mills was tnso
is
which
Fe,
an
of
ment
ardent
advocate
denied that efforts to place an
an
The general made
today.
ior
oackache
to
that had been a
We pledge our party
protect the right cf American citizenship at present. In a slighting and patronizInspection at Kort Sheridan. Tonight progressive principles, and is doing international loan in China through source of much annoyance.
home and abroad. No treaty should receive the sanction of our government ing manner, Mills said: .
In the
six power group, had been
he will depart from Chicago for Wyo- everything in his power to end cor-jth- e
morning when I arose, my back was
between American citizens because of birthplace, race
which discriminates
"This is our next congressman ming, where he will meet Secretary
coned. That a statement issued yes- - bo lame and
or religion, or that does not recognize the absolute right of expatriation.
painful that I could hardfrom New Mexico."
of War Stimson.
Cutting and the others with him tcrday by the American group of ly stoop. I knew
n
.,
have their hands full in this mission, hankers indicated a change In this due to disordered that my trouble was
Quick as a flash, Mr. de Baca said:
kidneys and I was
The final proceedings In the O. O. P. "housecleanlng" performance, seem
"Governor Mills, I may not be elect $80,000,000.00 Lost Annually By Wage The Sant Fe railroad and the Ilocky government's attitude was emphatical
uttiiy leu to try Doan's Kidney PHIb
to be causing a great deal of trouble. The managers seem to find It difficult ed to congress, but it is certain even
Mountain, 8t. Louis and Pacific com ly denied.
Earners.
by the good reports I heard
about
to decide upon whom to put the goat brand, and Just how to finish the clean- at this time, that I have a better
Dr. Sadler estimates that
about pany, which is a holding concern for
them. The contents of one box
of
chance of being elected to congress $80,000,000.00 ln wages is lost annual vast tracts of coal and timber, are DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
ing of the house.
this remedy drove away all
my pains
0
18 WELL IN HAND, and I am
than you ever had of being elected to ly to the American people as a direct charged with debauching the leglsla- happy to state that my cure
It looks as If the state central committee would put on "more than the the United States senate, and further- result of colds. Lost time means lost tnre and with political practices de- - Washington, D, C, Sept. 25. Early has been permanent."
traffic would bear,'' no matter how they settle up the puzzling matter which more governor, If I am elected, I will wages and doctoring expensive.
Use signed to reap the benefit at the ex- - dispatches to the state department to- - For sale by all dealers. Price 60
'
day contained no advices ot the revo- - cents.
be able to vote Intelligently on what Foley's Honey and Tar Compound pense of the people.
Foster-Milburhas worried them.
Co., Buffalo
0
The republican national committee- - lutlon ln the Dominican republic, Nov York, tale agents for th vmtJ
may come before the house."
promptly. It will stop the cough, and
not
from
for
see
man
did
is
750
It
an
marines
the
be
the
The
Fe.
and
Preparations
sore
P.
and
inflamed
O.
said,
Santa
heal
G.
moving
sooth
the
from
States.
troubles
have
attorney
been
governor,
the
managers
having here
Judging
He also is called by the press of the to protect the customs houses on the
Remember the name Doan'a
the past week at their conferences the "housecleanlng" at Albuquerque was fit to arise to a question of personal. air passages. For sals by all
state' "the black buzzard ot San MI- - Haltlen border were pushed forward. take no other.
sot wholly successful.
privilege.
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OFFICIAL NEWS

navy department that all la quiet at
Granada and that ell demands of
Major Butler has been acceded to by
relinquished all the property of the
national railroad, Including all the
steamers except the Victoria, which Is
not now at Granada.
They promised
to ueliver her upon her return.

nlo Romero, who gives San Pedro,
New Mexico, as his
address, did on AuguBt 13, 1912, file In
life
Questions Involving the very
this office his duly corroborated ap- and future of New Mexico are likely
pllflatlon to contest and secure
the
THE MOST 8ELFI8H
Churches, Libraries and the like. The to come up before the Irrigation con
Boston, Sept. 25. The international
cancellation of your homestead Entry
perplghan, France, Sept. 25. The
FOR SANTA FE. elasticity of "The Santa Fe Style" gress to be held next week at Salt
THINQ
No.
No.
movement to reform the calendar Is French minister of war has ordered
Serial
,
made
011280,
Leaving aside every artistic and &"d lta ready adaptability to every Lake City and which State Engineer
the twenty fourth regiment of Colonial
Aug. 28, 1909, for NW
Section 22,
making excellent progress, Bald Louis
French will attend. An irrigation ex
to be In readiness to proceed sentimental
consideration, and boll- - tllnd of building a exemplified above.
Infantry
Cunnon-LeGranTownship 11 N., Range 7 E., N. M. P.
pert said this morning, in discussing
today In his address to Crete and Samoa. In both these
Meridian, and as grounds for his conthe work of the congress:
"There ' i NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
at the opening of the Fifth Interna-- 1 islands risings are threatened in sup- - ing the question down to its dollars Nations
test he alleges that said entrywoman
and cents side, Just what is the best, In
i wish to call attention has been some feeling In the northern
(014416)
closing
me
wuimi iuuKress ui viiamuere oi uom-po- n
aemana
oi
ior annexation to type of architecture to follow in
never established residence on the
e
more to the principal features part of New Mexico along the Rio Survey No. 1421.
merce. M. Cannon-LeQranwho is Greece. The island of Crete is an au- ta Fe, in order to Increase property
Butte U. 8. Und Office, Santa Fe, Oct land; said entrywoman has never
0f "The Santa Fe Style," which re- Grande agalnBt the Elephant
tonomous
state
under
a
commis
high
maintained residence, on the land;
president of the congress, is also the
values here and build up our city?
the 22, 1910.
commend it for our use here In Santa project, though many question
sioner of the four powers Great Brit-uln- ,
Notice Is hereby given that, in pur. that the land has been wholly abanhead of Its permanent
: Is it the brick cottage with over-- ; p0.
propriety of this 'feeling.' The secre,,
committee,
Russia, France and Italy subject
doned
since date of entry... ...
"' uaugins eaves-pr- etty
nine surDur- - j, Itg . Individuality and truly dls- - tary of the Interior has refused cer atiauuo ui me act or congress ap
president of the Chamber of Com- tvthe Suzerainty of the Porte.
You are, therefore, further notified
tain rights of way for Irrigation pro proved may in, 1872, Mrs. Arthur A.
uun
our
aot
ianawnicn
oungaiows,
which
tlnctlve
In
Santa
lien
character.
merce at Mons, Belgium, and president
Samoa 'Is a principality under the
over 1,000 acre feet Kellam, ( whose postofflce
Is Albu that the said al'egatlons will be taken
or the Federation of Commercial and Sovereign of Turkey, but also under escape like the measles? No, the an- Fe's surest hope of attracting the out- Jects covering
until It can be determined by scientific querque, New Mex., and Jack Dono by this office as having beep confessed
'
.'i'!...;-v
Industrial Associations of that coun- the guarantee of France, Great Brit swer lies not here: as charming as side dollar.
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Miss Lucy Grygla, M. B. Thomas and Blandy, Mrs. J. F. Goutchey, Mrs. Al- - esterday if ws ever studied. Oh, welL,
van N. White, Mrs. Peter Lelnau, Miss vie are used to siams,
tlie Rev, Leonldas Smith.
Professor Lougee has strange con
Massie, Mlia Elizabeth Brown and
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Miss Edith Perrenot.
ceptions of manners. The other day
of
the
and
Saturday
The members
he Instructed the girls to "march out
While all Old Sores are not cancerous la their nature, every slow
Thirteen clubs were guests of honor
like ladies and gentlemen
healing ulcer shows a degenerated condition of the blood. Virulent impu- at a bridge given by Mrs. William H. THE PREREQUISITE.
MIbs Hutson seems to think caps rities
iu the circulation produce angry, discharging ulcers, while milder
Sargent last Wednesday afternoon at
"The time has come," the walrus and aprons are necessary for cooking. amj more incrt germa
usunlly manifested iu the form of Indolent sores
her beautiful new home on Galeateo said, "to speak of many things." and Are they best baked or broiled?
nlaces. Efforts to heal an old sore with external applica- or drv.
of the Glee Club are
The
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road. Yellow and white dahlias were among them It seems that
tjons always result in failure because such treatment does not reach the
every man,
THUR8DAY, SEPT. 19, 1912.
Tuesday afternoon at an Informal effectively used as a decoration.
blood, and the ulcer will continue to ent deeper into
woman and child must know how to tu be taken to Albuquerque to warble
U. S. Marshal Secundino Romero Is sewing party. A dozen ladlea were
The devotees of bridge enjoyed play bridge, or be considered "unele- - lp November. Oh you alee Club!
the surrounding nesu as long as a pouuiea circulaThe girls and boys have both orat the Palace hotel.
present and very enjoyable afternoon thelr favorite game during tne alter- - gnlltiy educated."
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and things
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Is at the European hotel.
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when
ginger
H. P. Taylor, a cattleman of Clayembroidering a rose were the pride or
The physics class liaB started ex- troyed. Book on sores and ulcers and medical advice free.
The Rt. Rev. Julius W. Atwood ac- Mrs. Alfred
ton, is registered at the Montezuma
Grlmshaw, Mrs. Stanley envy of eV(jrv ady pre8ent they were
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companied by the Rev. Mr. Birkhead, D. Small, Mrs. J. B. Lavert, Mrs.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC C- O- ATLANTA. CA.
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Mrs. E. r. Davles, Mrs. i.an oisnop. kllow hrlnlr. to be able to auote a distracted fashion with a manual
United States Senator Thomas B.
son, are expected on a visit with
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and Foster and all the other in one hand and a spring balance in Santa Ke frlendB next week.
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iheir home in Taos.
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predicting
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Fi w Drake, the lumber man, Is
a favorable opinion of old Grlmshaw, Mrs. H. II. Dorman, Mrs. suite in the dummy's hand and you
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Dr. W. L. Brown passed through pressed
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umcago.
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attendance
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town in the county during the past
ten dayg with political conventions,
and race
Rood roads ?onventions
J thu or mre important
"flo-- s of the court before the Justice of the peace, with litigants from
other precinct, the town has been full
of people from vurlous parts of the
Capitan peocounty. Come again,
ple will treat you right. Currlzozo
Outlook.
GOT TOO GAY.
George Pleasant and Janey Moffett,
both colored were brought into police
court Tuesday morning charged with
disorderly condui t. The Moffett woman went to Pleasant', house Monday
night and engnged in a very lively
racket and quarrel with Pleasant'B
wife. Pleasant, it ia said, held his
wife while Janey did some tall fistic
work about her face. Pleasant was
given a mixtmun fine of $25 and costs
and Janey Moffett, $10 and costs.
They are now "stopping" at Sheriff
Young's hotel and they can serve out

look, for a very heavy Influx of land
buyera. Cimarron News.
HIT

Wayside Jottings.
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More cows, more cream, more poul
try, more eggs should be the motto of
The indications are that Maize day every farmer. Bard City News.
Saturday, Sept. 21, 1912.
will be a grand success. Cuervo Is exAN OUTRAGE.
pecting a splendid exhibition and the
Reports are current In Silver City
people are aiming to be here to view
The exhibition will o ue eneci iiibi a pany wnicn re-ihe exhibition.
be more extensive than It was last cently visited the Upper Gila caught
004 trout. At least half of these were
year and wUl include a greuter variety
of products. - The people will be here thrown on the bank and left to spoil.
..
.,.
i
rantcr mimhnra The occurrence. If true, is not only In
than they were last year and every-- violation of the state game laws, but
w as Qoniemuuuie an
exniouon oi
thing Indicates that the Malxe day fair
.
success. Cuervo gome hogglshnesB as could be ini-.will be a grand
., ir
laglned. It is little wonder that with
occurrences of this kind as object les6,000 DOLLAR BONDS.
sons, real sportsmen are clamoring for
A nrolhnlnarv hearing in the murder
case wherein a Mr. Cartwrlght Is ae- a better enforcement of the game
laws, and even better laws. Sliver
m
Aimed of being instrumental
Fri- City Independent.
killing of Lon Beall, was had last Mas-sle.
WILL BEGIN DRILLING.
day before Justice of the Peace
Since leaving ArteBla Mr. W. R
Mr. Cartwrlght was represented
and Mr. Wherry have been
by Attorney L. O. Fullem, of Boswell. Sweariugln
a
and while the case was in progress busy at Beaumont organizing
to drill for oil at Artesia.
the defendant, it is said, showed signs
They have been successful and are
of Insanity and was examined by Dr.
Th defendant was bound now getting a charter and will be
soon as a rea
over to the grand Jury In the sum of ready to begin work as
can be secured
sfom and taken to the Lincoln Jail. sonable body of land
The bond was made later and Cart- under lease.
The Gulf National bank, of BeauOutwrlght was released. Carrixoio
niont, has wired the banks here that
look.
Swearlngln and Wherry represent re
WILL TRY FOR OIL,
and Mr.
there,
That Roswell 1b destined to become sponsible parties
writes that he now has
a Urge oil field is the opinion of C. C. Swearlngln
ten men with 11000 each ready to
and h. B. Tannehill, prominent Rossend him to Artesia with a rig to bewell boosters and are certain of the
gin drilling Artesia Advocate.
productivity of the ground. They
THAT PIE.
have made a proposition looking to
It will be a great day. This is the
the immediate boring for oil within a
The1 heading of posters being put out this
radius of six miles from Roswell
T
advertising committee
50
of
flow
for
proposition Provide,
the
secured
be
by
to
barrels per day
I
first of May. wit.
,
,mioto ,ui hi
mimher or
t
nnAt.,w f a" larva
AV
uirrii", business bmen yester- - prlnted In this issue of the Mail and
renresantatlve
has the day
club, it will be noted that it
day afternoon at the commercial
In addition, the
- nretty well covered.
ibe proposition was favorably considband will furnish music
ered and a committee of three, oi
which E. A. Cahoon U chairman, was
have
The Die baking committee
of
appointed to look Into the details
undertaken the Job of baking three
the proposition before it Is finally act- thousand
pies in about 36 hours. That
ed upon. Roswell News.
will be going Borne. Then there will
INDIAN GIRL BURNED,
be squash and cider galore, and then
...... v
..
j
A very saa acaaeui imVV
haven't had enough, you can
1
m'
the pueblo Monday. Two
vi8lt the tables in charge of the
dian girls were out playing keeping ud(e8, Aj(, godetle, of the tw0
house, when to do a little cooking they churches. Then If you still have a
built a fire and one of them, juanua vacant spot, try the pie counter again.
Reyna, known by her many friends
The horse racing and the bucking
as Dollie Dimple, got too near the fire contests will be In charge of Mr. J. L.
and
ablaze
all
Boon
was
dress
her
and
Humphreys, one of the old time catthe poor girl was burned to death be- tlemen of this Bection of the country,
fore help could reach her. Dollie Dim- and he is sure to make It a success.
was a Maxwell
ple was about 11 years old. She
Mail.
THIRTY-FIVPOUND MELON.
bright fend beautiful girl and very
News.
C. B. Keenum, living a mile and a
popular with all. Taos Valley
UNCLE SAM MERCIFUL.
halt south of town, is working wond
t
There seems to be a great worry ers In trrifrntlrtn this vpnr. CharlfiV
among some of the settlers regarding bag one of lne begt weg , the lower
their homesteads because of the fact y&ney whlch wlth lt, pre8ent equip- they have failed to comply wuu iu ment throwg about 800 gallon, of
of the law In toto. While we ef per mlmlte and lB capabie o pro.
would not advise any one to miss the duclng
gailonB if tbe proper
In any of its meanings, we do cninery were installed. He is doing
not believe Uncle Sam would delib- a th8 work himBelf, and has some
erately take it from you. If you have o( the fln(jBt crop8 we haye geen gny.
rot violated the spirit of the law and- where ,B the yalley We ha(J ae
.
have been within the bounds of reaaura nt snmnHnfi- n WAtprmelnn
son. Uncle 8am gives you all the adhat tlppe( the Deanl at 35 pounds,
vantage and allows for all reasonable an(, wgg o( excelIent navor, 8ome 0f
excuses. If you Have triea ana gone (he begt gwee( potatoeg we ever gaw
as far as possible, and kept on trying cgme from hu field. Columbus Cor
you have a chance to escape with your 1,r '
home by his providing mercy. MoPROFIT BY IT.
Donald
The people of the entire San Juan
CA"'
..' ,
basin should profit by the great losses
The final shipment of cantaloupes of (rult thlg year and before another
from the Roswell section of the Peco. geaBon roMg aroun(i here canneries,
valley was brought to a close with the frult exaporating works and a better
last of the week, when the twenty- -- gvBtem of Beuing in fun force and
first car was aent towards the north- effect Unless these things are done,
rn parts. Many more melons re- - tne country'i opportunities are wast- main in the fields, but owing 10 me d and the iand wm depreciate in
After shipping the fancy
lieavy rains of the last week they are value.
unfit for shipping and will Be per- peaches, pears and apples, there are
mltted to rot on the vines. It was .hmlBJ.nd. of DOunds of fruit remain
stated this morning by one of the lng (hat
Bne for cannnB or drying,
prominent growers on the Berrendo ,nBtead o( mUs utilizing this fruit, lt
that at leaBt ten more carloads could , ( fed to gtock or elB(! allowed to rot.
have been shipped had It not been for No wonder worij. i carce here, no
the rain and other handicaps.
wonder so much land is for sale, no
the
The growing of cantaloupes on tbe wonder discontent
prevails
s
Berrendo, It Is stated by the growers, peopie are not werklng along
the
a success this year, despite
rect ineBi x southern railroad
some
Prom
handicaps.
,et wi) not market the "cull" fruit
farms approximately 250 crates were 0J thl, Becti0n. Nothing but a radl-the
average
and
acre
one
icked from
cal cnange 0f min(j on the part of
will be much higher than was antici- 1he peopie vm change conditions
at
Canneries
pated in the spring. The average here ,or the Detter.
will be
F)ora vlBtBi Aztec and cedar Hill
price for standard crates that
received by the growers will be above ghuod ,uppiernent the one at Farm-$1- ,
so that It ia generally conceded lngton
Have the people of these
the wisdom
that the crop was a success from a different communities
Iand energy to call metings and
financial standpoint.
in speaking of the cantaloupe grow Duld ,hcBe fact0ries? Or will they
said: continue to
lng this morning a local farmer
stay In the same old rut,
this wUh the game od nuta, More lg
"We had numerous
way.
but we made good any
jogt every year for lack of cannerlea
we
We did a whole lot better than
Umu woul(J build g doJfcn of lhm
I am
and
In
the
spring,
Azec ,ndex
anticipated
cantain
acreage
the
certain that
MONDAY, 8EPT. 23, 1912.
loupes will be doubled next year.
THE RIGHT THING.
said
who
here
farmers
the
of
Many
Mrs. J. H. Campbell will commence
hern la no money to be made In
growing me.on.
vln cr rrnn. In singing patriotic songs, to be ren
- tu
vmceu raw it,...
r"'"'"
ered at the grounds during the Jubilee
These farmers will all he growing and between
the various
sport
melons next year." Roswell Kecora events. The parents are requested to
RAIN DID IT.
thia
to
Into
enter
urge their children
This may be said to have been a form of entertainment with enthun-laam- .
Mexico.
Wagon Mound Pantagraph.
rainy week in eastern New
IT IS LIBERTY.
Beginning Tuesday night the rain
to fall at Irregular intervals
Any man who can't argue or dlsuntil Friday morning when it seemed agrfie w)h any othep man on pontic,
that the clouds had broke away, and or reigion without losing his temper
the ruin was over.
and reBortlng to harsh adjectives and
But our tardiness In going to press ug,y daubg nagn.t any business with
night
that
Friday
state
to
us
allows
eltler punnCB religion or a temper,
sea- u te a God glven ,lberty to exercise
brought the biggest rain of the
was well 8oal((!a both
son. Everything
political and religious freedom,
I
with plenty of water left over.
Alamogordo Advertiser.
mm ok,
is
sauHiieu
DON'T BE THAT.
Everyone
.hi. 10 iha linf- dron that will be
If you are a knocker It's because
crops
finest,
the
needed to complete
In you don't understand the advantage
in the history of the homeBteaders
of your town and county. If can hear
Mexico.
New
eastern
of fabulous prices cheaper goods and
makNot only are the industrious
whom better business men than in" your
man- -of
the
but
Jiuy
crops
ing
in home town, it proves that you belong
vour editor la one who succeeded
on
the ground to the outside class who sit around
getting his seed Intoof
corners and talk about.
will the street
AuguBt
even up to the middle
Investi
could be expected what "they ay' and never
produce as much a.
gate the truth for themselves. Lake-woofrom his weedy Holds.
Progress.
The grass is aireaay irae ..iu
CAPITAN LIKELY.
ass iring.
will give it another puBh,
I
has'surely been the biggest
Capitan
winter.
the
for
fine paBture
MAIZE

1912.

DAY.

.
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.

lm

their

fine.

Roswell

News.

VENUS LOOKS FINE.
It Is surely a pretty sight In the
Venus district to see the stacks of
feed, the fields of corn and in a few
days the corn shocks dot the fields.
Like the Mountain valley people the
settlers around Venus are farmers-m- en
who came here for a home.
What a contrast to the appearance
of nine out of every ten claims along
the railroad or within a few miles
from town. Here the majority of the
homesteaders wanted a piece of land
not for a home but to hold for speculation. Riding on the New Mexico
Central train one gets a wrong impression of the country he sees the
vacant houses, the broken fences, the
uncultivated fields and wonders what
supports the little towns along the
line. One of these days the road
through to. Albuquerque will be completed and pass through Venus and
This In
Mountain valley country.
Iteelf will help advertise the country,
for seeing is believing.
The Venus people are optimistic
about the future of their country,
they are learning the proper methods,
many are subscribers of
papers, even the Messenger list has
nearly doubled in the past two
months Sloriarty Messenger.
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A Picture of Contentment

Bonded Abstract and Security comand It Is claimed by Mr. Geyer
that the defendant company wrong
fully, negligently and carelessly con
ducted its milk business and its deliveries of milk to costumers,
Mr. Geyer was compelled in the
foce of this alleged carelessness and!
negligence, to start a milk wagon fori
the delivery of said milk. This caus
ed great loss and Infinite expense,
and inconvenience and forced him to
build up as best he could a new list of
He has not been able,
customers.
however, to build up a business nearly so profitable as formerly, and lt is
for this that he claims damages of
$1,000 from the defendant company,
The contract provided, among other
things that the milk should contain
4
per cent butter fat; tnat the milk
must be milked in sanitary closed
palls; and numerous other provisions
for cleanliness and sanitation. The
contract was made for two years to
date, from August 10, 1912 Roswell
News.
Tussday, Sept. 24. 1912.
HE'S AFRAID.
Even the sort of a man who let. his
wife kill the chicken, at heme and
drown the superfluous and unwelcome

i

9V

valu-nhiSave the coupons. With them you can get all sorts of
nMwnta arHplpat Buituhle for vounsf and
You'll
bo
ld men, women, boys and girls.
withdelighted to see what you can get free
out one cent of cost to you. Get our new
illustrated catalog. Ai a special offer. we
Mill mttnA it free durin Seotember and
October only Your name and address.
.on a postal will bring it to you.

Coupons from Dukl's Mfxturg may be opto' trrt wult lot 1 from HORSE SHOE. J. T.,
LEAK, GRANTlNSLEY'S NATURAL
from FOUR
GER TWIST. amtmi
ROSES ilOc tin dntlt ronton), PICK
CIGARPIEDMONT
PLUG
CUT,
and
ETTES, CUX CIGARETTES,
tfAjr lots or amponi usued br M,

Premium Dept

i
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ST. LOUIS. MO.

the
kittenB, and poison the rats, polish
the children is afraid
that if Bhe votes it will harden her.
Springer Stockman.
FROM THE SEED,
Fred Prultt left halt a dozen fine,
home grown, peaches at this office.
These peaches were borne by trees
raised from the Beed planted since Mr.
Hrultt settled here, about G years ago.
This goes a long ways to help out the
orboosters who claim this as a fine
chard country'. St. VraiD Journal.
WILL HAVE NEW DEPOT.
The material la now on the ground
for the new Santa Fe pump house and
the money has been appropriated for
erectthe new 110,000.00 depot to be
ed in Portales. It Is understood that
nn both these projects
...Arir will hac-lles
just as soon as practicable.-PortaTimeB.

8HALL0W WATER THERE.

It has rained and rained recently
,,ni1 all irrleatlon at this place has
been forced to shut down for want of

dry weather. ' The plants, nowever,
have run sufficient to demonstrate the
fact that the water is here, and that
k. ioH in thin shallow water belt is
certain to become valuable in a year
or two. Tolar Tribune.
BIG SHEEP 8HIPMENT.
RosHeavy sheep Bhipments from
well and vicinity are expected soon,
contracts having been closed for the
Texas
Into
purchase and shipment
fnr winter nasturing of between 40,000 and 60.000 sheep. West Texas haB
been greatly benefited by tne receni
heavy rains and the sheep men of that
section expect to import many carloads of wethers. Roswell News.
SERIOUS INJURY.
Peter Fohllander, a middle-age- d
man, met with a serious accident late
of
Friday afternoon in the Cerno mill
the Roswell Wool and Hide company,
when a half ton of baled hay fell from
a stack onto him, cutting an ugly
gosh in his forehead Just over the
right eye.
It is believed that the hook which
he was using was forced against his
head, and caused the ugly wound.
Roswell News.
OIL CHEAPER.
That vicious coal oil Inspection law
which was repealed by the last legislature and which repeal did not go
into effect until, the first of this
month, has already commenced to
bear fruit in the cheaper coal oil and
gasoline which Is now one cent per
gallon less and of a better quality, for
anything that is under a 120 degree
test and is offered for Bale subjects
the seller to penalties of the law that
none care to risk. Carlsbad Current.
LAKE ARTHUR WANT8 IT.
Artesia is planning to send a man
over the proposed route of the Quan-aEl Paso railroad to talk to the
farmers and enlist their Influence to
head the road for Artesia. They think
they could get a man for $5 per day to
do this and, if we were not bo busy we
would apply for that Job, but we think
the thing for Lake Arthur to do is to
get busy and raise so many fine horses
and mulos and so many fat hogs, etc.,
that we will overtax the road which
we already have, .Energy spent In disseminating hot air Is worse than wasted because the building of a railroad
Is an Investment for the future and
the road will go where conditions
seem to promise the heaviest traffic in
the future. Lake Arthur Times.

Trego windmill on the Hope road.
Trimmell wa. rendered unconselouB
and brought to Hope by a physician,
his condition is not believed to be
serious. Roswell News.
NEW MEXICO BEST.
August Newllng, of Amarlllo, TexaB,
He is a
caine In Tuesday night.
brother-in-laot Mrs. J. R. Bryant
and came here with the Intention of,
locating if he finds something to suit
his purpose. He has traveled all over
the state of Washington and all the
way down through to New Mexico
and he says he found nothing to equal
West Texas and New Mexico. Logan
Leader.
FEED TO HOGS.
New Mexico will come Into her own
roperly when she begins to raise more
It has been demonstrated by
hogs.
agricultural stations that more fat can
be put on a hog with alfalfa at less
cost than any other kind of feed or
grain, as will be proven by the following statistics taken from the bulletins
of four states where experiments have
been made in feeding hogs. It is an
interesting result and ot interest to the
people here, where alfalfa is the sta-e crop. Deming Headlight,
FAMILY DESERTED.
We are Informed that a man by the
name of Alex Griffin, residing south
of town, has skipped out, deserting his
wife and Ave children and that he
took his neighbor, wife and baby
with blm, she leaving four children
and a husband, and she forgot to leave
anoui &uu 01 ner nusoauu a inoucj
where he left it.
This is a sad affair, the breaking up
of two homes, children in each family
deserted and all will feel the sting and
not to blame.
Let this be a lesson to others who
are weak along this line. Tucumcari
THAN BADGER FIGHT,
At last the tarantula which has been
on exhibition in the window of .the
Howell Drug Co. has met its mate.
Manaeer Bade of the Orient is all
miffed ud" over the fact that a vine- -

Get a Camera with the Coupon

a
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Smoker! In pipes by thousands of men everywhere
known to cigarette smokers as "the makings."
We take unusual pride in Liggett & Myert Duke'.
It is our leading brand of granulated tobacco
Mixture.
and every snck we make is a challenge to all other tobacco
manufacturers.
Every Sc sack of this famous tolmcco
contains one and a half ounces of choice granulated
tobacco, in every way equal to the bett you can buy at any
a book of cigarette
price, and with each sack you get
papers FREE.
If you have not smoked the Duke's Mixture made by thoi
It now.
lAgiM $ Myn Tobacco Co at Durham, N. C. try

ductor

During the period between July 1"
and September 0, there had been de
livered to the Bonded Abstract and
Security company $008.39 worth of
milk, of which only $100 had been
paid.
Mr. Geyer, previous to the agree
ment with the Bonded Abstract and
Security company, had an extensive
route in the city, which route consumed the entire output of his dairy.
The customers on this route were
turned over in the contract to the

it

AH men look pleased when they smoke
this choice tobacco for all men like the rich
quality and true, natural flavor of

tit tfj

FROM DROWNING.
The sudden and tragic end of Con

tract.

mm

E

DEATH

A. F. Johnsou last week cast
shadow of gloom over his wide
circle of friends in this city. Conduc
tor Johnson was found early Wednesday morning lying face downward
iu a shallow pool of water and sand
in the Puerco river a short diBtance
east of the swinging bridge. The
water was scarcely three Inches deep
where the body was found but the
body was almost entirely submerged
in the soft sand underneath.
Mr. Johnson returned from a trip to
Belen before midnight Tuesday night
and secured his monthly pay check
and had lt converted Into money.
When found he had nearly all of the
money, his watch and other things In
his pockets. There wa no evidence
of foul play of any kind, and lt 1b believed that he either missed the path
to the foot of the bridge and walked
over the edge of the Puerco or was
passing down the toot path which
passes close to the brink of the river
iand accldently fell in.
The Jury at the coroner's Inquest returned a verdict of accidental drowning. He was a man of rather weak
structure and was undoubtedly quickly
overcome and exhausted by the struggle to pull himself from the soft sand
lc the bottom of the Puerco.
8UIT FOR DAMAGES.
C. F. Geyer has filed a suit against
tbe Bonded Abstract and Security
The comcompany for $1,508.39.
pany charges that $508.39 Is due tor
milk to the defendant company and
the additional $1,000 is asked for dam-ape- s
to Mr. Geyer'g business.
The complaint is a lenghty one, and
the charges are numerous. It is
charged by the plaintiff, among other
things, that the defendant company
has not lived up to a contract made
in July, 1912, by which Mr. Geyer
should sell to the Bonded Abstract
and Security company all the milk
secured from his sixty cows, for
which Mr. Geyer should receive 26
cent, a gallon. The milk deliveries
ranged from 750 to 800 pounds a day.
These deliveries continued until Sept.
(i, last, when the defendant company
refused to accept the milk, claiming
not,
It soured. Tbe company would
however, it is claimed, submit to the
milk tests provided for in the con

A HORSE.

A bolt of
lightning, Wednesday,
struck and killed a horse upon which

ibnsb

I
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A TOUGH LOAD.
One of our merchants was at

the

depot the other day when the south
bound passenger train arrived. The
mail clerk threw off several heavy
sacks of mail, and Postmaster Dauron
was unable to carry it all over to the
postofflce. The merchant volunteered
his services, and was given ,the
heaviest sack in tbe lot. He grunted
and changed positions several times
under the heavy load before reaching
the postofflce, and when the sack was
opened lt contained nothing but Mont
It pays to
gomery-Warcatalogues.
advertise. Lakewood Progress.
CASES IN COURT.
Judge McClure has been busy most
of the week listening to evidence and
arguments in the saloon cases from
Malaga, Loving and Knowles. Nearly
every resident of these towns were
summoned as witnesses, to prove the
contention that the required popula
tion of 100 to cause a saloon license
to issue was not o be found. A recent
census of these towns disclosed tho
fact that none of them had the re
quired population, but in the. case of
Malaga it is claimed that there were
over 100 when the license was issued,
but several have moved away, which
leaves the town shy on the required
number now. The case seems to
hinge upon the statutory definition ot
what constitutes a "settlement," and
if the court decides that a settlement
takes in more land than the plated
town site, the saloons will win, as
there are considerably more than 100
people living upon the sites of the
several towns and the country con
tiguous to them. Carlsbad Argus.
LAMP EXPLODED.
Fire broke out Wednesday night
about 11 o'clock in the Bluemllen
home which resulted In almoBt complete loss. The Are company responded promptly, but the blaze had a start
before the alarm was turned In.
There was no one In the house at
the time of the fire, the captain being
at a dance In the Woodmen hall.
The house was covered by Insurance.
The fire started from an exploded
lamp which was left burning In the
house. Clovis Journal.
CROPS ARE BOUNTIFUL. ,
Small grain, wheat and oats are now
being harvested at Rayado ranch, according to the report of Mr. Hagadorn.
In an interview with Mr. Hagadorn he
stated, "wheat at the ranch will go
not less than thirty bushels to the
acre, and I believe that much of lt
will even go fifty bushels. The fruit
crop is very abundant, and we are
Belling large quantities of it. Pears,
as large as my fist, are raised and
will be ready to pick the first of next
week."
The above statment 1b authentic as
Mr. Hagadorn Is spending much time
at the ranch, where work on the ditch
to irrigate the large tract of land, waB
temporarily abandoned, to take care
ot the grain and fruit crop. The Ray-ad- o
ranch has 30 acres of wheat and
about 175 acres of oats. The oats
will average between 65 and 75 bushels per acre.
At the price which this land Is being sold at, this is a very large return
for the investment which the individual makes.
stated
Mr. Hagadorn
also, that
much land would be sold next month,
the
next
that
and
company
spring,

Young.

Nothe
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No young woman, In the Joy
coming motherhood, should neglect
to prepare hor system for the phy.l- cal ordeal (he I. to unuergo. ins
health of both hersolf and the coming
child depends largely upon the care
be bestow, upon herself during the
Mother'. Friend
waiting months.
propare. the expectant mother', sys- torn for the coming event, and It. uao
make, her comfortable during all the
term. It work, with and for nature,
and by gradually expanding all tissues, muscle, and tendon., Involved,
and keeping the breast. In good condition, bring, the woman to the crisis
In splendid physical condition. The
baby, too, I. more apt to be perfect and
strong where the mother ha. thus
prepared herself for nature', supreme
function. No better advice could ba
given a young expectant mother than
that she use Mother's Friend; It la a
medicine that ha. proven Its value
In thousands of
Mother's
cases.
Friend I. sold at

drug

lOTHERS

.tore..
for free

Friend

Write
book for expectant mother, which contain, much
valuable Information, and many suggestion, ot a helpful nature,
BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO., Atluta. Cm.
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bro(her
remonstratlng wlth h)m
Samue became Bn.
for h8 . condu(,t
.

h,,t

h,

T

p r.nr.

c,a antlclpatlng trouble, got the drop
on Sarnuei and shot his Irate brother
four times, one bullet taking effect
near the mojtti, one In the shoulder
and two in the back. J. M. Varela,
justice of the peace, held the prelimi-ar- e
nary examination and bound over the
shooter to the grand Jury without bail,
Dr, Woodman and a doctor from
tllla county, Colorado, who are attend-BETTElng the Injured man, pronounce that
the wounds are not necessarily fatal,
Deputy Sheriff C. R. Mascarnas
brought J. P. Garcia into Taos last
evening and placed him in jail. The
prisoner is now trying to Becure bail.
and, we understand, has made appli-critte- r
cation for a writ of habeas corpus.
Taos Recorder,
IT'8 GOING TO START,
a crew of handB has been at work
at the cannery this week, cleaning up
in apple
and arranging everything
a
pie order for canning, which will
All the
of
next
tbe
first
week.
gin
machinery has been thoroughly over-n- o
hauled, and everything la in good
shape to begin running.

garone belonging to him has killed the
and has tne vinegarone caged
The Howell-EdlBoIr. his hostelry.
champion lias shown great skill in.
killing two centipedes and one vlne-- j
garone larger than Br. Bades; but by
scientific fighting the late champion
will meet all oncomers and the taran- which haB caused so much excite- ment will sleep the sleep that knows
awakening in the arroyo. Sliver
City Enterprise.
A LADY FIREMAN.
On the night of the fire that
dthe Will Walthall residence
3S
BABY NEEDS WATCHING
Miss Ruth Murray was going to the
in SUMMER TIME. X
fire ,and noticing that the fire boys
SS
,
t
were having a hard time of it pull- $
her
Their Little 8tomach. Get Out St
lng the truckB, she volunteered
assisted
hold
and
St
0f Order Easily in Hot
services and caught
St
the pulling of the cart for several Jt
Weather.
blocks.
Her help was In the nick jj
jg
Mothers should watch closely the
ot time as the boys were about all
in ,and only a few of them had hold, condition of the children's bowels.
The Boys say that from the instant babies especially. Keep the bowels
Miss Ruth got hold they felt her r,gUiar and much of the illness
to
help. This work of the. plucky young ,.hich children are most susceptible In
so
much
by ummer can be prevented,
appreciated
lady was
the Alamogordo Volunteer Fire com- The most preValent symptom, are
el- pany No. 1 that Miss Murray was
constipatIon and diarrhoea.
,
ected
an honorary member of the IO . . m ,.
,,When
company and a suitable lithographed the boweg an(, makeg you, mUe one
of
and properly
signed certificate
feverish and fretful, with a feeling of
membership placed in nice frame heaviness or languor, try giving It a
to
her.
and glass has been presented
spoonful of Dr. Caldwell's Syrup PepThe officers Bignlng the certificate sin at bedtime.
By morning this pleasH. E.
were F. C. Roland, president;
ant, mild laxative will act gently, yet
Otero County AdRouw, secretary.
positively, and restore normal condivertiser.
tions. This simple, natural remedy Is
FATAL SHOOTING.
also Invaluable In checking summer
d
A
son of Jose Valles, diarrhoea.
By thoroughly cleansing
who lives on the Brainard farm north- the bowels, the foreign matter
and
east of town, waB accidentally shot poisons that irritate and Inflame the
and killed yesterday evening by a tissues are eliminated. Don't torture
young Mexican who was working on the child with harsh cathartic, purgathe place.
tive or astringent remedies, that upAccording to the statements of the set the whole system, and at best only
Mexicans, Jose had told the young relieve temporarily. Dr. Caldwell
did not Syrup PepBin, while positive in Its
Mexican, whose name we
to take the gun and shoot some feet, acts gently and without griping or
Held.
The discomfort, restoring normal condi-bo- y
birds' which were in the
took the gun, got on a burro and Hons.
started around the field. When he
in using Syrup Pepsin for children
came to where two of the Jose boys the mother can feel perfectly safe, as
were cutting tops he dismounted, and it contains no opiate, or narcotic
in doing so the gun was in some way drug, being a combination of simple
discharged, the load striking the laxative herbs with pepsin. By carry-youngboy in the face, neck and ing oft the dislodged tissues of mucous
pass-shshoulder, killing him Instantly. A few membrane that Inflame the nasal "sum-arstruck the older orother In one ages it will quickly break the
mer cold" that is so annoying. Dr.
but did not hurt him seriously.
.Caldwell's 'Syrup Pepsin is Bold by
Dayton Informer.
'druggists for fifty cents a bottle the
SHOT HIS BROTHER.
J. P. Garcia shot his brother. Sara-- larger family size, one dollar. A free
uel Carcia, at Pina, last Monday, as trial bottle, postpaid, can be obtained
the result of a family quarrel. Samuel by writing to Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 40G
was intoxicated at the time, and his Washington St., Monticello, Illinois.
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Colonist Rates
VIA

RIO GRANDE
the
(Scenic Line of

World)

Y
FARES FROM DENVERY LOW
VER & RIO GRANDE STATIONS TO
ONE-WA-

British Columbia, California, Idaho, Montana,
Nevada, Oregon and Washington Points
On

Sale September 25th to October 10th

LIBERAL STOP OVERS
Call

on or write your local agent or W. D. Shea, T. P.
Santa Pe, for Information as to rates, routes, etc.

A

